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MISS SHAZREENMISS SHAZREEN

If you want to witness a huge
success, you should get out from
your comfort zones and try
everything that could colour
your life. Since most of my
working hours were spent very
well at the swimming pool, I will
find a free time to dip into the
pool while swimming with my
favourite stroke, breaststroke
for 30 minutes. This is to ensure
that my body gets used with the
pool’s temperature and to keep
fit as my subject teaching is
quite adventurous and required
a ton of stamina.

Great Things Never Come
From Comfort Zone

 I would never skip my regular 30-
minutes of breaststroke, so that I
could challenge myself in the
matter of distance since my
favourite sport is swimming. I still
remembered my previous training
to be a lifesaver. The intense
training almost makes me to reach
my turning point from loving this
sport.  I had to do breaststroke and
freestyle for 6 to 9 laps non-stop
during the training. It was tough
since I had to complete my degree
as well as fulfill my other duty as
the College Representative
Council. 
After all the hectic trainings and
fully packed schedule, I passed my
Bronze Medallion (Royal Life
Saving) and Water Safety Courses
successfully in 2018. 
Therefore, I believe that
determination is the key to
success. Go out from your comfort
zone to achieve success. 
Last but not least, just keep
swimming!
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FROM THE FRONT
PAGE

MSSD BASKETBALL 2023

Congratulations to the phenomenal basketball
team for their outstanding performance and
hard-earned third-place finish in the recent
MSSD tournament. The team demonstrated
immense determination, skill, and teamwork,
leaving a significant mark on the competition as
first-time participants.

COOPER TEST - TERM 2

We're back with our Cooper Test for Term 2. The
Cooper Test is an extraordinary assessment tool
designed to evaluate students' cognitive abilities
and enhance their learning potential. By analyzing
critical thinking, problem-solving, and creativity,
this test provides valuable insights into each
student's academic strengths and areas for
improvement. 

" THERE ARE NO SECRETS TO SUCCESS. IT IS THE RESULT OF PREPARATION,
HARD WORK AND LEARNING FROM FAILURE. "     - COLIN POWELL -
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https://apps.sriucsi.edu.my/sh/
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REPORT CARD DAY

An eventful day which students receive their
school reports, highlighting their academic
performance and also overviewing their
academic progress.  Parents and teachers had
a dynamic discussions, with teachers sharing
feedback and strategies for improvement and
parents offering their valuable input and
suggestions. 
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https://apps.sriucsi.edu.my/sh/


EYC LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

EYC LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Pool Safety and Precaution
Before the students go in the pool and
make a big splash and , they learned
about the safety rules and regulations
of swimming in the pool. The students
learned about the safest way to get into
tnd out from the water.
It is important for children to learn the
basic rules from the young age so they
know how to take care of themselves
since they are little.

Learning syllable is much
more fun with lots of fun
materials and activities
used in class. First
students learned the
words by looking at the
picture. Then students
learned how to
pronounce it. Then they 
match the syllable with the pictures for application. They loved
the lesson and managed to pronounce the words properly.

Learning Syllable
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GYMNASTIC: A FUN WORKOUT
 

PRIMARY LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

PRIMARY LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

S3 was enjoying their math lesson.
Learning division can be made
engaging and accessible through
the power of YouTube. YouTube
offers a wealth of resources to help
students grasp the concepts of
division. 
From step-by-step tutorials to interactive animations, these videos
provide clear explanations and visual representations that make
learning division more enjoyable and understandable.

Math - Division

Gymnastic is a great practice to improve bone
health, increases your flexibility and build
mental focus. The primary students had their
fun way in expressing the flexibility of
gymnastic during the PE lesson.

They learned few easy
gymnastic movements
and they truly enjoyed
the lesson that day.
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Gallery walk is an excellent teaching strategy
that promotes student engagement and
learning. 2 students were given task to use I-
think maps to identify notes related to the
topic they have studied. 

Then, using the notes, students are
requested to get involved in a gallery walk
activity in class. Collaboration and
communication among group members are
clearly applied during this activity..

SECONDARY LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

SECONDARY LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

History - Gallery Walk

Preparing CV and Job
Interview simulation

Students learned in Chapter 1:
Human Resource Management. Every
student is asked to create a CV for
SPM graduates. The prepared CV
should contain information about
education, languages mastered,
computer skills and personal
summary information. Afterwards,
students simulated a job interview.
Two students as interviewers and
one student as candidate.
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UCSI SWIMMING
ACADEMY

UCSI SWIMMING
ACADEMY

Child and Adult
Swimming Lessons
Four (4) lessons per
month
Open on Weekdays
and Weekends

SWIMMING LESSON ::

06 - 6536888
 

+6018-9779880
 

SEKOLAH SRI UCSI SPRINGHILL

BE A SWIMMING MASTER
In UCSI Springhill Swimming
Academy, we are passionate to teach
swimming with qualified coach,
Olympic size swimming pool,
facilities as well as dedicated
customer service team. 

https://www.facebook.com/SriUCSISpringhill

